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Experience the music of Wuppo in the official soundtrack.

PART 1:
1. Menu Theme

2. A Good Day for Icecream
3. A New Beginning

4. Allesweter's Theme
5. Denksnavel's Theme
6. Allesweter's Lullaby

7. Miniboss
8. Temple Ruins

9. Main Theme Variation #1
10. Jungle Day

11. Jungle Night
12. Drekel's Brilliant Store
13. Theme of the Bliones

14. Snail Race
15. Blendbjick Fight

16. The Tunnel
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17. Spoderang
18. Bremco's Theme

19. Blafknoft
20. Blafknoft Defeated
21. We Live Here Now

PART 2:
22. Wumhouse Lobby

23. Cleaning Duty
24. Bram's Theme

25. Wumhouse Day
26. Wumhouse Night
27. Wumhouse Bath
28. Laurenzo Kordici

29. Stealing is More Fun Anyway
30. King Cone

31. Bert Smulder
32. Willie's Theme
33. Willie's Quiz

34. Dusty Business
35. Practice Fight

36. Wumhouse Garden
37. Wondersplenk Day

38. Wondersplenk Night
39. Joysplenk

40. An Uncertain Future
41. Blusser Islands Day

42. Blusser Islands Night
43. Blusser Islands Store

44. Bubble Time
45. Traffic Light With Fists

46. Wumhouse Station

PART 3:
47. The Popotrain

48. Dorst Café
49. Coffee Coffee

50. Popocity Station
51. Old Town Day

52. Old Town Night
53. Betty's Shop

54. Across the Bridge
55. Popocity Central Day

56. Popocity Central Night
57. Popocity Store

58. City Hall
59. Hotel Stotopap

60. Tubucus Invasion
61. Tube Maze
62. Undercity
63. Aquahenk

64. Jail
65. Factory

66. Traavis Duivels
67. Newspaper Please!
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68. Kneft Ostinato
69. Main Theme Variation #2

70. Breevis
71. New Popylon

72. Drilling Towards the Future

PART 4:
73. Return of the Fnakkers

74. Fnakkernest
75. Fnakker Store

76. Fnakbal
77. Redav Kned's Theme

78. Redav's Temple
79. Blenk Tower

80. Fnakker Miniboss
81. Just Hanging There

82. Chef Fnaquere
83. The Universe

84. No More Mud for You
85. Tussen

86. The Bankkrent
87. Disappearance
88. Final Filmstrip

89. Credits
90. Main Theme Variation #3

PART 5:
Bonus:

1. Trailer
2. Tussen Calm

3. Fnakkerfriends
4. The Old Wumgarden

5. End of the Demo (Fnakker's Sorrow)
6. Travelling to Popocity

7. Krenktorium

Radio Dekster:
1. Boomcave

2. Errorcravings
3. Popoception

4. Fluitbart
5. Astroy
6. Galaks

7. Gamechjanger
8. Stotogang
9. Transer

10. Ultimatum
11. Blijpolair
12. Bebbelbap
13. Worldchat

14. Epic Shopping

Filmstrips:
1. Filmstrip 1
2. Filmstrip 2
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3. Filmstrip 3
4. Filmstrip 4
5. Filmstrip 5
6. Filmstrip 6
7. Filmstrip 7
8. Filmstrip 8
9. Filmstrip 9

10. Filmstrip 10
11. Filmstrip 11
12. Filmstrip 12
13. Filmstrip 13

Wumhouse Lift:
1. Lift Standard

2. Lift Rare
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wuppo original soundtrack

I really wish there was a sort of "in the middle" rating. I think it would apply here. Regardless, I'm just going to ramble for a bit
and call it good.

Unreal only in name. Oh - also there are Skaarj sometimes. It deviates a lot from what made Unreal popular and opts for a very
generic rooty tooty point and shooty military man style of game. It feels like Epic wasn't in the mood for a real gamble and just
made the safest bet possible. Some good examples of some games in similar boats would be Doom 3 and Quake 4. They're
sequels, sort of, but it feels like the names were used to push copies of the game more than anything. I even think Doom 3 was a
decent game (the VR mod is very well done if you have a compatible HMD) if you just pretend it's not Doom. I don't mention
Serious Sam 2 here because that game is actually just a nightmarish fever dream we all had at the same time. Also it seemed
Serious Sam 2 at least tried to stay true to Serious Sam gameplay. For the most part...

Onto Unreal 2 though. It's not necessarily bad. I enjoyed it a lot when I was younger. Playing back through it though I just
couldn't stick with it to the end. Lots of walking, lots of talking, lots of cutscenes. The problem is that none of what I just
mentioned is really done in a way that's particularly engaging. Sure every once in a while some howler monkeys come out of the
dark at you with their loud shocky sticks, but once you realize how quickly they go down, any sense of danger is almost
completely voided. The spider level is still pretty decent, but there's a lot less walking through open fields and a lot more
incinerating hordes of alien spiders with a flamethrower than most other levels have. The facility also has a somewhat
interesting design.

Game still looks decent. Most areas are at least somewhat memorable. Some for good reasons, some for bad. The characters
are... As generic as the gameplay, really.

Never tried the multiplayer. If I recall correctly, servers for it are now down. Maybe there's a fan patch to make it playable? Not
sure. What I am sure of though is that there's likely better class-based multiplayer shooter action out there, even from the same
time period.

The weapons are alright for the most part. There's a silly amount of grenade types for the launcher. I do still enjoy the clunky
mechanical sounds of the reloads, firing, etc., With the exception of that stupid shocky stick that the space monkeys use. It's
loud as hell and those monkeys are everywhere just waiting to rupture your ear drums.

I think if you're feeling an urge to play any old shooter, if your heart isn't set on Unreal 2, there are better ways to scratch that
itch. I look back on this game fondly, but it has not aged well, especially by today's standards.. The game has a lot of bugs. But,
it's still a fun game to play. So, if it is on sale or something, buy it!. Only buy this game if you want to laugh at the voice acting.
Everything else is♥♥♥♥♥♥poor.. This is actually a really fun game at first, when you are first upgrading and manipulating
your ship. You can make missile boats, blaster-based ships, you get option drones to fire when you shoot, and so on. Mining is
actually somewhat interesting to fool around with early on.

It, however, gets repetitive, starting with mining, and then upgrading, and finally the combat. The final ship components cause
all end-game ships to look the same, and the final boss has a stupid mechanic which requires you to either have a way more
responsive ship than the game gives you, or to angle a shot in a way that gives you a generally unsatisfying win because you
didn't do the high-agility maneuvers that it feels like you should do. It caps the game off with not even allowing you to have a
solid victory in the final "cutscene."

Overall, a good 75% of a game marred by an overly repetitive final zone. If you don't mind this, and the late 90s graphics, go
ahead and get it! It's actually pretty fun, reminiscent of Asteroids with an upgradeable ship and uh, better graphics, though still a
far cry from anything you'd call "modern.". As others have noted there are defects. For example, there is an outcome where the
Suez Crisis is supposed to permanently lose its effect. This is not happening. It will be a good expansion if this stuff gets fixed.
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If you like point & click adventure games you will enjoy this.. This game is ruthless!!! At one point, I hit pause and said, "I need
to stop playing or i'll play forever." The controller now resting in front of me, soon prompted the response, "Right after this
level". Buy this game now!. This game is... alright. It's way too straightforward, you slash your enemy until you win, thats it, the
combat is alright overall. The story on the other hand, i couldn't care less about it, the story is dull and boring, all i care about is
the gameplay. the segments where you actually get to do something are quite short, like i said 'you slash your enemy until you
win'. Grapices are awful, the character models for dialouge look good, but aside from the the sprites look pretty bad, i know
grapices aren't everything, but come on this looks sub-par. In short, it's basically a poor man's version of Ys.

EDIT: I feel like i didn't go hard enough. This game is pretty bad, there's still some things that are awful about the game. Most
of the times the game is way too easy, then suddenly it throws some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t at you
and actually kills you, making you actually have to be careful in this game. I need to better describe the in-game sprites, some of
them aren't bad, but a lot of them are udder garbage. The sprites for the dialouge aren't bad, but with the girl with the eye patch
(I forgot her name) sometimes she's wearing it, something she's not, what's up with that? The story, like i said is boring and i
didn't care much about it, so nothing much to about that other than it's complete garbage. In conclusion, this isn't a poor man's
version of Ys, is something else and it's awful.

You would to be very desperate to play indie games if you buy this. There are much, much better indie games than this.. Like
Luftrausers, but without the progression, depth , or music. It looks cool, and feels good to fly around but it's a shadow of it's
peers. Fun enough, especially if you get it on sale, for a few munites here and there, but ultimately just feels average if you've
already played Luftrausers.. This game is a fun 2d airplain shooter with well balanced weapons a 8.5.. This was one of my first
VR experiences, 4 months later and it's still my favorite even though it's just a demo. It's so relaxing and beautiful!. It's
♥♥♥♥♥♥ as ♥♥♥♥.. Fun game, you have to keep an eye on both characters and switch them between up and down
(matching the character color to the colored light balls shown) and jumping over obstacles. It really makes you think and try to
remember the pattern to get through the levels. Definitely recommend this game.
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